Sharia in American Courts

- Sharia in Pennsylvania: Muslim admits to attacking atheist over "Zombie Muhammad" costume on Halloween; judge claims to be Muslim, dismisses case, tells atheist he'd be killed in Muslim lands

- Hundreds of threats for assault victim in case dismissed by Quran-minded judge

- Islamic law has now been involved in court cases in twenty-three states. (5/2011)

- New Jersey ruling that upheld Sharia-sanctioned marital rape. Appellate court intervention was required to reverse this ruling in July 2010 - Western legal norms prevailing over the Sharia. Completely ignored at the time of these New Jersey proceedings was the fact that marital rape is not recognized as criminal, i.e., it is sanctioned, by a fatwa of the Assembly of Muslim Jurists of America!

- Obama's Department of Justice Sues, Forces School District to Pay $75,000 to Hajj-tripping Muslim Teacher

- AFLC's Robert Muise speaks at AFDI's "Islamic Law in America" Panel at CPAC 2012

- Federal judge OK's Ohio prison banning pork for all inmates to placate Muslims 4/2012)

- Detroit News reported Michigan Muslim State Representative Rashida Tlaib, declared that legislation which prohibits courts from using foreign laws is... “…racism at its core.” (8/30/11)

- Pennsylvania court gives twice as much to sons as to daughters in inheritance case after will calls for distribution "according to Islamic Laws and Sharia" 2011

- Mosqueing the neighborhood - Islamic supremacism in America. (3/2012)

- Major free speech victory: MTA prohibition of AFDI pro-Israel ad violates First Amendment 2012

- Admitted: Christian cop punished over beliefs 2012
Eric Allen Bell says “The radical Islamist website, ShariaInAmerica.com, is celebrating this and other cases like it, as victories for Sharia Law in America. As part of a larger initiative to bring America more into alignment with Islamic Law, they rejoice over the court’s ruling, and provide resources for others who support the advancement of Political Islam in America, as to how they can prevail by imposing Sharia Law onto our American legal system... The Center for Security Policy has identified at least 50 cases. But the Islamist site, ShariaInAmerica.com lists having over 72 victories for Sharia Law, and counting, and boasts that many have triumphed over our American law.” 2012